NEURODIVERSITY CONFERENCE

Presented by:
BOY SCOUTS of AMERICA
NATIONAL SPECIAL NEEDS AND DISABILITIES COMMITTEE

OCTOBER 28-30, 2022
PATRIOTS’ PATH COUNCIL
CEDAR KNOLLS, NEW JERSEY

CONFERENCE DESIGNED FOR:
● ADULT LEADERSHIP
● CAMP STAFF
● PROFESSIONAL BSA STAFF
● VOLUNTEER BSA STAFF
● PARENTS
● CAREGIVERS
● ANYONE INTERESTED

TOPICS TO BE DISCUSSED
● AUTISM
● ADHD
● EXECUTIVE FUNCTIONING
● SELF REMOVAL STRATEGIES
● OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE DISORDER
● OPPOSITIONAL DEFIANT DISORDER

***Conference runs Friday, 10/28 @ 12 noon to Saturday, 10/29 @ 8:30 pm. Sunday is set aside for personal sightseeing and return travel.***